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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we consider an inverse heat conduction problem which appears in some 
applied subjects. This problem is ill-posed in the sense that the solution (if it exists) does not depend 
continuously on the data. A Tikhonov type's regularization method and a Fourier regularization 
method are applied to formulate regularized solutions which are stably convergent to the exact ones 
with order optimal error estimates. A numerical example shows that the computational effect of 
these methods are all satisfactory. ~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - - I l l -posed  problem, Inverse heat conduction, Sideways parabolic equation, Regular- 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In many industrial applications, one wants to determine the temperature on the surface of a 
body, where the surface itself is inaccessible to measurements [1,2]. In this case, it is necessary to 
determine surface temperature from a measured temperature history at a fixed location inside the 
body. This problem is called the inverse heat conduction problem (IHCP). In the one-dimensional 
setting, assuming that the body is large, this problem occasionally leads to the following sideways 
parabolic equation of nondivergenee type in the quarter plane [3-6]: 
Urn u ux = U~x, X > O, 
u(x, O) = O, z > O, 
u(1,t) = g(t), t _> 0, 
t>0,  
u(x, t) lz_.~ bounded. 
(1.1) 
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We want to know the solution u(x,  t) for 0 < x < 1. 
IHCP are mainly devoted to the standard sideways heat equation [2,7-13] 
ut = uxx, x > O, t > O, 
u(x, O) = O, z > O, 
u(1, t) = g(t), t >_ O, u(x, t)l~__.~ bounded. 
The results available in the literature on 
(1.2) 
In [14], the authors have considered a noncharacteristic Cauchy problem of a general parabolic 
equation 
ut = a(x)uxx + b(x)u~ + e(x)u, x e (0, 0, t • I, 
u(O, t) = g(t), t • I ,  (1.3) 
u~ (0, t) = O, t • I, 
where I = R or I -- 1~+, and in the latter case, the initial condition 
u(~, 0) = 0, x e [0, z], 
is to be fulfilled. A stability estimate in L 2 for the exact solution was given. But because this 
problem is also a serious ill-posed problem, this estimate is not suitable for the regularization 
approximate solution. In addition, the authors of this paper did not give any regularization 
method. Although there is some connection between the sideways parabolic equation and non- 
characteristic Cauchy problem of parabolic equation [2], yet we do not transform problem (1.1) 
to a Cauchy problem, but study it directly in this paper. 
Problem (1.1) is ill-posed. In fact, we see that with 
{(1) { 1( 1+ 1 -~  
g( t )=gn( t )=un(1 , t )= t-~-~ exp l - t+  , t>0,  
0, t _< 0, 
there exists a unique solution of problem (1.1) 
{( x+ exp x -  t+  n t > 0, un(x , t )  = t -~ 
0, t<0.  
By MATHEMATICA, 
f0 °° ( 1 )  2 f0°~ e-[l+(1/n)-t]~2t g2(t) dt = 1+ t3 dt 
we have 
- -~-~)2  Bessel K 2, ~ 2e Besselg [2, 1] - 2e × 1.62484 < co, 
Note that l im~oo BesselK [2, 1/n] = oo, so 
~0 °° 
lim u2 ( O, t ) dt = co. n--~OO 
This means that the solution of problem (1.1) does not depend continuously on the data g(t) in 
L2-norm. 
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As we consider problem (1.1) in L2(R) or Hp(~) with respect o the variable t, we extend the 
domain of definition of the functions u(x,-), g(.) := u(1, .), f(-) := u(O, .), and other functions 
appearing in the paper to the whole real t-axis by defining them to be zero for t < 0. The 
notation H" H, (', ") denote the L2-norm and L2-inner product, respectively, and 
/? 1 e-~¢th(t) dt (1.4) 
is the Fourier transform of the function h(t), 
is the Hp-norm of the function h(t). We assume that there exists a priori bound for f(t)  := u(O, t): 
][fllv -< E, p >_ O. (1.6) 
Let g(t) and g~(t) denote the exact and measured (noisy) data at x = 1 of solution u(z,t),  
respectively, which satisfy 
Ilg(t) -- gs(t)l I < 8. (1.7) 
For the uniqueness of solution, we require that I[u(x, ")1] be bounded [15]. The solution of prob- 
lem (1.1) is given in [4-6] by 
u(x, t) = -~w oo eiCte(1-x)°(e)~l(~) d~, 0 < x < 1, (1.8) 
or equivalently, 
~(x,~) = e(1-~)°(~)~(~), 0 < x < 1, (1.9) 
where 
t~(~) = 4 2 = 2 cos ~ + i sin ~ , 
f l=arg( l+4~i ) ,  tanf l=4~,  -~<t3<~,  ~•R,  (1.11) 
cos - = ~ • R, (1.12) 
2 v </1 + ' 
sin ~ =a V/1~/i--+-16~ 2 -1  
vr~/1 + 16~ 2 , ~ • a,  a = sign(~). (1.13) 
It is easy to see from (1.9) that 
/(~) = e°(~)~(~), (1.14) 
~(x,~) = e-X°(~) ](~). (1.15) 
The following lemma will be useful and its proof is easy [6]. 
LEMMA i.i. Let 0(~) be given by (1.I0), then there hold 
e(l_z)(x/~'~T_l) < e(l_z)0(~) 2 < e( l_z)x/~ ' 0 < x < 1, ~ • ~. (1.16) 
e_~-  ~< e_X0(~ ) 2<ee_~v/~T ' 0<x<l ,  ~•R.  (1.17) 
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2. A T IKHONOV TYPE 'S  REGULARIZAT ION 
METHOD AND ERROR EST IMATE IN  L2(R) 
Drawing the inspiration from [2] and [16], let us formulate the problem of identifying u(x, t) 
from (unperturbed) ata u(1, t) = g(t) as an operator equation 
A(x)u(x, t) = g(t), 0 <_ x < 1. (2.1) 
Due to formula (1.9), we know 
A 
A(x)u(x, ~) = e-(Z-=)°(~)~(x, ~), (2.2) 
and from (1.14), we know that g(t) lies in the domain of A-l(0) provided 
IIA- (O) II == (2 3) 
By the inequality (1.16) with x = 0, this implies a rapid decay of j({) at the high frequencies. 
Such a decay is not likely to occur in the Fourier transform of the measured noisy temperature 
history g~(t) at x = 1 which belongs to L2(I~) and satisfies (1.7). Accordingly, we now distinguish 
between the exact data g(t) whose Fourier transform satisfies (2.3), and the measured ata g~(t) 
which is merely in L2(R) (by defining it to be zero for t < 0). Let the priori bound (1.6) hold 
forp--  0. 
As our approximation to u(x, t) for 0 < x < 1, i.e., a Tikhonov regularization solution h(x, t), 
minimizes the quantity 
min J(x), J(x) = []A(x)h - gsl] 2 -[- [[hi] 2. (2.4) 
h(x,.) EL 2 (R) 
LEMMA 2.1. There exists a unique solution to the above minimization problem. It is given by 
v~(x,t) = ~ oo 1 + a2 le(1-~)e(~)l 2 o _< < 1, (2.5) 
where a = 5 / E. 
PROOF. Let I denote the identity operator in L2(~) and A*(x) be the adjoint of A(x), then by 
Theorem 2.12 in [17], the unique solution of the minimization problem (2.5) is given by 
v~(x, t) = [A*(x)A(x) + c~2I]-1 A*(x)g~. (2.6) 
In order to obtain the explicit formula (2.5) from (2.6), we need to apply some properties of 
L2(~). Due to Parseval formula, 
A A 
(A(x)u, ~) = (A(x)u, v) = (u, A*(x)v) = (G A*(x)v). 
Note that, 
{e-(1-x)~(~)~t(x,~),~)) = lu,  e-(1-x)°(')~)), 
So, from (2.2), we know 
A 
A* (x)v = e-O-~)°(~)~3 
and 
^ e_O_~)o(~)  2 . (A*(x)A(x)u) -- e-(1-z)°(~)e-(1-~)°(~)~ -- 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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From (2.6), we know 
(A* (x)A(x) + a2I) v~ = A* (z)g~, 
so, (A*(x)A(x)v~) ^ + ~2~ = A*(z)gs, i.e., 
(I 4 = 
Thus, 
~-(1-~)0(~)~(~) = e(~-~)0(~)~(~) (2.9) 
and (2.5) follows by taking the inverse Fourier transform of (2.9). 
It is interesting to compare formula (1.8) for the exact solution u(x, t) with formula (2.5) for 
its Tikhonov approximation v~(x,t). Clearly, note that Re0(~) > 0, the Tikhonov regulariza- 
tion procedure consists in replacing the unknown ~(~) with an approximatively filtered Fourier 
transform of the noisy data gz(t). The filter in (2.5) attenuates the high frequencies in .~(~) in 
a manner consistent with the goal of minimizing the quantity (2.4). By this idea, we can re- 
place the filter 1/(1 + a 2 le (1-z)°(~) 12) with a faster filter 1/(1 -4- aUle 0(~) 12) and introduce another 
approximation u~(x, t) of the solution u(x, t): 
/? 1 e ~t e(~-~°(~ge(() d(, 0 < x < 1. (2.10) 
:=  1 +.2  i 0( )12 
DEFINITION 2.1. We call u~(x, t) given by (2.10) as a Tikhonov type's regularized solution or a 
simplified Tikhonov regularized solution of problem (1.1). 
The following 1emma which can be found in [2] is necessary to prove the error estimate between 
the exact solution u(x, t) and its simplified Tikhonov approximation u~(z, O. 
LEMMA 2.2. For 0 < x < 1, there hold the inequalities 
e(1-z)s 
sup < cK -~ (2.11) 
s>o 1 + o~2e 2s  - -  
e(2-x)s 
< a z-2. (2.12) sup s>O 1 -4- o~2e 2s - -  
The main conclusion of this section is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let u(x,t) given by (1.8) be the exact temperature history at x,o < x < 1 and 
uz(x,t) given by (2.10) be the simplified Tikhonov regularization approximation to u(x,t). Let 
the measured temperature gz(t) history at x = 1 satisfy (1.7) and the priori condition (1.6) hold 
with p = O. Then there holds the following HSlder stability estimate. 
]]uz(x, .) - u(x, ')11 < 2eE~-~5~, 0 < x < 1. (2.13) 
PROOF. By (1.14), we have 
I~(~,~) __.tt6(X,~)l 2 = e(1-x)0(~)g(~) _ e(l_x)0(~)~6(~ ).[2 
1 + a 2 [e~(~)I ~I 
e(~-x)0(¢)(~(~) _ ~(~))  + ~2e(~-~)0(~)~(~) [~o(~)12 
1 + a~ lee(e)[ 2
< 2 I~(~) - ~(~)1:  
= 21~(~) - ~(~)12 
:= 1-1 + 12. 
, .  : le°( )12 : 
+2a If(¢)l - ; - - - - ~  
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According to inequality (1.16), we have 
2 5 2_e  2 
(1+ a2 le°(,)12 ) ( l+a2e-leV/~'~ ) (1 + a2ev/5~) 2' 
furthermore, let V /~ = 2s > 0 and by inequality (2.11), there holds 
leo_~)e(,)12 e(~_~) ~ ~ 2 
(1 +a21e°('~)i2) 2 <--e2 (X;~ee2") <-e2a2('-l)" 
So~ 
/1 --< 2e2°~2(x-1)Ig(~) --g5(~)l 2- 
Analogously, by inequalities (1.16) and (2.12), we have 
e 2 < e 2 ~ e 2 
(l+a21eO(~)12) 2 - ( l+a2eV/~)  2 - ( l+a2eV/~)  2 
Consequently, there holds 
Combining (2.14) with (2.15), we obtain that 
II,~(x, ") - ~(x ,  ")It ~ = II~(~, ") - ~(~,  .)11 ~ 
2e2cr2(~-l)52 + 2e2a2ZE 2 
= 2e 2 52 + 2e 2 E 2 
= 2e2E20-z)52z + 2e2E2(1-z)52z 
= 4e2E2(1-~)g 2~, 
(2.14) 
e(2-x)2s 
< e2o~2(x-2). 
(1 + ~2e2~) 2 - 
(2.15) 
i.e., there holds 
[[u(z, .) - u~(x,-)ll -< 2eE (1 -~)~.  
3. FOURIER REGULARIZAT ION METHOD 
AND ERROR EST IMATE IN  L2(iR) 
As we see in Section 2, both the Tikhonov and simplified Tikhonov regularization procedure 
consist in replacing the unknown ~(~) with an appropriately filtered Fourier transform of the 
noisy data g~(t). These filters attenuate the high frequencies in ~(~). So, if we directly cut off 
the high frequencies at a suitable place for noisy data, it may be another effective filter. This 
idea also appears in [10,18] earlier on. 
Now we consider how to stabilize problem (1.1) by cutting off high frequencies in Fourier space. 
A natural way to stabilize problem (1.1) is to eliminate all high frequencies from the solution, and 
instead consider (1.8) only for I~1 < ~max, where ~max is an appropriate positive constant. Let 
Xmax be the characteristic function of interval [-~max, ~m~x], then we get a regularized solution 
for noisy data g~(t) which is called the Fourier regularized solution of problem (1.1) 
F 1 ei~te(1-x)°(~)~(~)Xmax d~, (3.1) u~,~(x ,  t) = ~ 
where the function g(t) and g6(t) still denote the exact and measured ata, respectively, which 
satisfy (1.7). We have the following conclusion. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let u(x,t) given by (1.8) be the exact temperature history at x, 0 <_ x < 1, 
and u~,~(x, t) given by (3.1) be the Fourier regularized approximation to u(x, t). Suppose that 
conditions (1.7) and (1.6) for p > 0 hold. Then, i£ we select 
E / E'x -~p~ ~max=2 ln(~ ~ln~-) )) , (3.2) 
there holds the following logarithmic stability estimate: 
(~_)  -2p(1-x) 
Ilu(x,.)-u~,~(x,.)ll < x/2~-~'e+ 2E~-X6 ~ In (1+o(1)), for6-~0. (3.3) 
PROOF. According to the Parseval formula and note that (1.14), (1.15), and (1.17), we have 
I I~(~, ") - u~,~ (~, .)112 = I la (~,  ") - ~,~.  (~, ")II ~ 
e(1-x)o(~)~(~) 2 = -- e(1-x)o(~)O6(~)Xmax] 
I 
< ~. le(~-~)°(~)(#(~)  - t (~)x , .~ . )  2 + 211e(~-~)e(~)(#(~) - #~(~))Zm~l l  2 
+ 2 fl¢l<_¢m~, eO-m)°(~)(#(~ c) - t)~(~)) 2de 
_< 2ec-~X/~(~ ( ma~)-2pE2 + 2e(~-x)~62 
:= I~ + 12. 
(3 .4 )  
Due to (3.2), we know 
SO, 
V/'~max ~ 2 In (E  (ln E )  -2P), 
11 --2ee-2xln((E/5)(ln(E/6))-2P)2-2p (hi (Z (]nE)-2P))-4P E2 
--2x 4pw i E2 
=21_2~eE2(t_~)62~ (lnE)-4P(t-~) (ln(E/6) +ln (E/6)ln ((ln (E/6))-2P) 4p 
(3.5) 
/2 = 2e (1-x)~/y~'~ 62= 2e 20-~) In ((E/6)(ln (E/6))-2~)(~2 
___ 2 (E )  2(1-x) (in E )  -4'(1-~) 62 
= 2E2(1-x)52x (ln ~)  -4p(1-~) "
(3.6) 
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Combining (3.5) and (3.6) with (3.4), we obtain 
I/u(~, .) - ~ ,~,~(~,  .)11 ~ 
-<(21-2pe(in(E/5) in(El5)+ in (in (E/5))-2Pj~4P+2}E2(1-~)52~(lnE) -'pO-~) 
(3.~) 
By taking the square root on the two side hand of (3.7) and note that 
lira In (E/5) = 1, 
~-~o+ in (E/~) + in (I~ (E/~))-~p 
the estimate (3.3) is proved. 
REMARK 3.1. Taking p = 0, the estimate (3.3) becomes the same form as in (2.13) with H61der 
stability. In this case, the accuracy of the two regularized solutions all become progressively ower 
when x ---* 0 +. Especially at x = 0, the estimates (2.13) and (3.3) with p = 0 merely imply that 
the errors are only bounded by 2e and ~ ,  respectively. These results have been improved 
by taking p > 0 in (3.3). In this case, the estimate (3.3) at x = 0 becomes 
I [u(O, . ) -u~,~,(O, - ) l l  < v/2(1-2P)e+2E in (1 +o(1))  ~0,  for 5 --* O. 
REMARK 3.2. From [19], we know under the priori condition (1.6), the optimal error bound 
of problem (1.1) in L2(~) is w(5,x) = E l - *5~for  p = 0 (Hblder stability) and w(5, x) = 
El-*5~(x/21n(E/5))-2P(1-z)(1 + o(1)) for 5 --* 0 (logarithmic stability) when p > 0, respectively. 
The difference between the estimates (2.13),(3.3) obtained in the paper and the optimal error 
bounds only consists in the coefficients. These estimates are called order optimal estimates. 
4. A NUMERICAL  EXAMPLE 
As in Section 1, we know that the function 
u(x, t) = t3/2 exp - 4t- , t > 0, 
O, t<_O, 
0<x<l ,  
(4.1) 
is the unique exact solution of problem (1.1) with data 
g(t) = t--575/2 exp - , t > 0, 
O, t < O, 
g(t) • L2(R). (4.2) 
In addition, 
/(t) := u(O,t) = ~ exp - , t > o, 
0, t < 0, 
:(t) E L2(R). (4.3) 
(i) Tikhonov type's regularized solution is as follows. It is easy to compute by MATHEMAT- 
ICA that I[f[[L2 -- 2.97123, and so, we can take E -- 3. Figures la  and lb denote the 
comparison of exact solution given by (4.1) with the Tikhonov type's regularized solution 
given by (2.10) with 5 = I[g -gbllL 2 ~ 0.019 at x = 0.01 and x = 0.90, respectively. 
(ii) Fourier regularized solution is as follows. 
;:;- Approximate solution 
Exact solution 
2.5 
i. I I 
10 01.1 0.2 01.3 0.4 01.5 016 I 01,8 019 0.7 
2 
1.5 
1 
0.5 
0 
j Exav-'t solution 
(a) m = 0.01. 
i i t i i e i i i 
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L i i i i i i i i i 
I l, I I O. o o'., o., 
(b) x = 0.90. 
Figure 1. 
CASE I. Taking p = O, 5 = IIg - g~llL2 - -  0.002, E = I l f l ln2  -- 3. Then ~max in (3.1) can be 
computed by formula (3.2) that ~m~ = 108.75. Figures 2a and 2b denote the comparison of 
the exact solution given by (4.1) with Fourier regularized solution given by (3.1) at x = 0 and 
x = 0.90, respectively. 
CASE II .  Taking p = 1/3, 5 = Jig - ghl IL  2 - -  0.002. Then E = I i f111/3 and ~m~x given by (3.1) 
can be computed, respectively, that 
E - 4.39, ~r, ax = 80.60. 
2.5 
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r I J i i ~ i 
Approximate solution 
Exact solution 
i . . . .  i I i I i i I I I 
1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0 4 0.5 0 6 0 7 0.8 0.9 
2 
1.5 
1 
0.5 
O, 
j Exact soludon 
(a) p= O, x =0. 
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.. ~ ,. ~. ~ ~ I . J  r I 
0.5 0 0.1 0 2 0 3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
(b) p = 0, x = 0.90. 
Figure 2. 
Figure 3a and 3b denote the comparison of the exact solution given by (4.1) with Fourier regu- 
larized solution given by (3.1) at x = 0 and x = 0.90, respectively. 
It  can be seen from these figures that  the computat ion effect of the two regulaxization methods 
given in this paper are both satisfactory. 
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0 
i i I I - - i  J 1 ' l  
Exact solution 
, .  I I I 
o:, 02 0:3 o4 o:s ols o:~ o18 o, 
(a) p=l /3 ,  x=O.  
0.5 
2.5 I i I ~ ' i  i " l  I " J ' ' "  
1.5 
1 
0.5 fulion 
0.1 0 03  0.4 0.5 06  0.7 0.8 0.9 
(b) p = I/3, x --- 0.90. 
Figure 3. 
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